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It is frequently suggested, in relation to Clean Language, that people use six metaphors a minute. But do you know where that figure comes from, and what it is based upon? Recently we decided to check its source. While we did this partly out of curiosity, there is also an important consideration that the credibility of Clean Language could be undermined if ‘soundbites’ like the six metaphors a minute figure can’t be backed up. Clean Language will be better supported through knowing the origin of, and the validity of, key ideas like this.

The idea appears, for example, in an online article by James Lawley and Penny Tompkins (2000), and in James Geary’s ‘I is an Other’ (2012). Lawley and Tompkins’ reference is to the person from whom they heard this figure (during a talk at Birkbeck College) rather than to a publication, and Geary’s book doesn’t attribute the figure explicitly to its origin. Turning to another reference in print that we were already aware of, Zaltman’s ‘How Customers Think’, gave us a lead. Zaltman says, ‘By one estimate, we use almost six metaphors per minute of spoken language’ (Zaltman 2003 p.37), and an endnote refers to a paper by Raymond W. Gibbs Jr. called ‘Categorization and Metaphor Understanding’ in an academic journal. ‘Psychological Review’ (Gibbs, 1992). What did Gibbs actually say, and what was this figure based upon? The article is indeed about metaphor; however, we discovered that – contrary to the impression given by Zaltman – Gibbs makes no mention in this article of ‘six metaphors a minute’, nor does he cite any other figure for the frequency of metaphor.

Gibbs clearly does write on the subject of metaphor, nevertheless, so we began to explore his other publications. Among these is a book called ‘The Poetics of Mind (Gibbs 1994). Thanks to Amazon’s ‘look inside’ facility we could search for the term ‘frequency’, and found (on page 123) reference to research that ‘revealed that people used 1.80 novel and 4.08 frozen metaphors per minute of discourse’. Given that this totals 5.88 per minute, it seems a likely candidate for the origin of the idea that people use six metaphors per minute. However, Gibbs is not reporting his own research. He says that these figures are based on examining the frequency of metaphoric language ‘in transcripts of psychotherapeutic interviews, various essays, and the 1960 Kennedy-Nixon presidential debates’ (Gibbs 1994 p.123) and gives the source of this work as a book by Pollio et al (1977).

Having next obtained Pollio et al’s book, which is about ‘figurative language’iv, we found at last the original claim that speakers ‘use about an average of 1.80 novel and 4.08 frozen figures per minute’ (Pollio et al 1977 p.8) – NB ‘frozen’ refers to a frozen expression or dead metaphor that is important and frequently used in a culture, in other words one that is not unique to the individual who produces it. These figures, which correspond to those cited by Gibbs and subsequently by others, are produced at the beginning of the book in order to support the authors’ claim that such language is ‘a rather ubiquitous aspect of human communication’ (Pollio et al 1977 p.5). Pollio et al do not define
'figurative language’, however their discussion of the functions of figurative language (on pages 9-18) primarily, and explicitly, refers to metaphor.

Where do Pollio et al’s figures come from? The book declares that they are based on data from seven prior studies conducted by Pollio and/or colleagues that assessed the frequency of ‘figurative language’ from the three sources mentioned by Gibbs (i.e. psychotherapeutic interviews; the televised Kennedy-Nixon debates in the 1960 US election; and compositions written by children, adolescents and adults). Of those seven studies, five are unpublished postgraduate dissertations from the 1970s. A sixth is a conference paper. Only one is from a published source, a journal called ‘Language and Speech’. Pollio et al’s 1977 book describes all these prior studies in detail, so can be considered the best source available on this research. Since these studies comprise both spoken and written language, Pollio et al show the results as a rate per 100 words (Pollio et al 1977 p.6). Based on an estimate of the ‘usual rate of speaking’ as ‘about 120 words per minute’ (Pollio et al 1977 p.8), this is converted into the ‘average of 1.80 novel and 4.08 frozen figures per minute’ (Pollio et al 1977 p.8).

As mentioned above, ‘six metaphors a minute’ is also cited by Geary (‘We utter about one metaphor for every ten to twenty-five words, or about six metaphors a minute’, Geary 2012 p.5), but is not attributed directly to its source on this page. This statement also merits further attention because it seems possible that it is a ‘mash-up’ of two separate sources, both of which are cited in Gibbs (1994). The figure of six metaphors a minute is based on Pollio et al 1977, but that of ‘one metaphor for every ten to twenty-five words’ is from Graesser et al (1989), who analysed the use of metaphor in six TV debates and news programmes ‘broadcasted on the Mac Neil/Lehrer News Hour’ (Graesser et al 1989 p.136) in April 1958. Graesser et al counted a total of 504 unique metaphors in the six debates (i.e. repetitions were not counted), which totalled 12,580 words; 12,580 divided by 504 is 24.96, hence an approximate rate of one unique metaphor every 25 words.

Some further issues do arise, which we will acknowledge but not pursue in this article. For example, there is the question of what Pollio et al and Graesser et al counted as metaphor (both authors do discuss this). Also, the source data for both studies is now dated, exclusively American, and much of it is media-generated. Although there do not appear to have been attempts to update the work of Pollio et al or Graesser et al specifically, one recent study that is concerned with examining patterns of metaphor usage, and which employs a systematic and thorough methodology, concludes that ‘on average one in every seven and a half words is related to metaphor’ (Steen et al 2010, p.780).

In summary, the good news is that Clean Language practitioners can still cite the ‘six metaphors a minute’ figure; what we have established is that its source is the research by Pollio et al (1977). It is also important to remember that Pollio et al present these numbers as estimates, albeit estimates that are derived from actual data rather than conjecture. The idea that we use one unique metaphor in every twenty-five words is from a different source, that is, Graesser et al (1989).
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